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The Nlıısic, Instrument of the Intercultııral Dialogue
Ruben Gömez Muns
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In the 21st century we observe a world which is immersed in globalisation, transnationalisation and hybridisation processes, as much in the cultural aspect as in the
economic one. This situation is reflected in the cultural policies and the attitudes
of people in front of cultural diversity, most clearly in the processes previously
mentioned when putting in contact, at a level never seen before, the whole humankind. In this new reality, we observe the vital role that music plays in the cultural
life of the people, in addition to being an excellent field of communication, contact
and dialogue between the different social, cultural and ethnic realities presents in
the world. This role is reinforced by the increasing world-wide circulation of music
through to the mass media and the development of the new information technologies.
At the same time, the urban sociedes of the 21st century are characterised by
contacts and exchange between people of different origins, cultures and ethnic
groups, generating the necessity of negotiation and integration policies between
hoşt societies and migrant groups. Those contacts generate a different .context requiring new cultural interpretations, as well as new cultural policies. Overcoming
multiculturaüsm would lead us to new scenery, the one of interculturality, possibly
the most linked to globalisation and transnationalisation processes.
These processes show the difference with the intention to emphasize the diversity of the world, but at the same time they show the limits of the separation
between the people and cultures. But, the interculturality is one process based on
the search of universal and in the global/ centre-local/ periphery dialectic, at the
same time it represents the effort to overcoming the notions of limit, border and
frontier through cultural intercommunicatdon.
Maalouf (1999) defends that one truth intercultural society conceives her cultural origin as one starting point öpen to the cultural diversity. Within this context
we have to conceive music not only as a mean of artistic expression, but also as a
social and cultural text, within the most basic manifestations of the human conduct,
permitting us to know better a concrete group.
Culture has to be understood like holos that includes ali the aspects of the human
life, in this concrete case, the music. It is necessary to observe music not like a
mere artistic expression, but also as one expression form that includes much more.
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Music is defineci at popular level as a universal language that does not have borders
and it is able to construct idealized spaces which are characterised by their capacity
of permanent contact with other kinds of music.
Music is a communication process articulating from the next axis and includes
their self structural, conceptual and phenomenal dimension1:

Auditor-producer- transmitter / distribütör-fashion / taste / canon
Music is an expression of this whole, the culture, and she is able to restore a
collective memory and to indicate the limits where the members of group apply
their cognitive capacities. Music belongs to the 'stock of knowledge’ which P. Berger and T. Luckman speak about; this implies and articulates people within the framework of lived experiences inside a concrete cultural reality, constituting itself
in symbol of an institutionalised order of social form. This framework fixes the
limits of social interaction and one relative conception of the reality. Music has an
important epistemological function in the societies as ali cultural products for their
capacity to express experiences and the particular and artificial vision of the world
that ali culture has. At same time “the music is the majör expression of difference
and identity” (Lortat 2000).
In this context the music not only can be understood like art, according to the
western conception, but also like 'social text , being maybe one more universal
conception thanks to the fact that the whole humankind organises itself in societies, and more, we do not forget that man is a social animal. Music, conceived like
a social product, has an eminently communicative character; she using codes to
articulate messages, being these specific ones of the group that uses them and
unknown to the rest. Moreover is necessary to apply the ethnomusicological principle that 'ali culture has music’. Usually, the musical manifestation can be understood of many ways, constandy the definition of music is modified according to
the concrete cultural criterion applied.
Culture has one double nature, on a side it is a universal quality that ünites us
and on the other side represents the configuration of those particularities that separate us. This characteristic affects directly the debate about globalisation in the
cultural scope and freqy.endy is manifested in terms of identity policies. The relation global-local in a more interconnected world everyday evidences the cultural
diversity and consequendy the concept of interculturality is most valued and necessary.
Each culture and each group has their own concept of the reality. This concept
has been created by them, and consequendy any Crossing of cultural and social li?
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mits will have to be considered like relative. The necessary precondition of each
cognitive theory, of each intercultural understanding is the principle of the cextended dialogue’ (Baumann 1996). Moreover, an intercultural perspective applied in
music necessarily implies the recognition of the dialogical capacity of music. We
do not have to fail in the trap of the stereotype, the newness, the exotic thing, the
imaginary thing, we do not have to remain with the ‘culture of the pretence’ (Baudrillard 1993) that devours the reality.
The intercultural dialogue “paradoxically, must dream up from the inside, and
with the elements of the own system of representation to which we have the objective to surpass” as S. Maharaj suggests (Chambers 1995: 60), at same time and
as says Lila Abu-Lughod “the culture is the essential instrument to do the other”
(Hannerz 1998: 25). We must break our schemes to be able to understand to the
other as it sees itself. Humanity has an almost limitless capacity to assimilate, store
and digest new experiences in form of symbols, allowing us to observe the evolution of the music along time. We can understand and analyse correcdy the different
musical genres and styles if we are conscious of this constant evolution. The intercultural dialogue is valid when it has the objecdve of overcoming limİts marked
by the difference, not only we must have respect to the other, also we have to
communicate, learn and negotiate with him.
The interculturality is inspired by the desire to create bridges between various
cultural Systems and having as starting point the principle according which ali culture contains posidve elements that are necessary to know and incorporate. This
theoretical concept represents the attempt to eüminate the appearance of cultural
apartheids and cultural ghettos, just as, surpassing the notion of global mosaic. In
definitive, the interculturality can be able to give one answer to the cultural problems and difficulties that globalisation phenomenon represents, consequence of
two basic characteristics: a homogenizing tendency and a cultural resistance tendency.
Problems linked to the global-local dichotomy, observed like a problematic and
dace to face relation, and like two realities that coexist and nourish each other, because one without the other has not sense. More, we should not look this dichotomy as representing the whole reality, we can find a great amount of possibilities
that is precise to consider between both realities. Moreover, we can not deny that
the border between both realities is very blurred, although in certain way, these
two concepts are in themselves phantasmagorical when defending a belief based
on the utopia. Nor the local is so authentic and neither the global thing is so universal and egalitarian.
One of the direct consequences of this situation is the presence of the ‘native
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revivaT, defined by Ralph Linton (1943) like < call conscious and organized attempt
on the part of members of the society of reviving and perpetuatdng selected aspects of its culture” (Kartomi 2001: 366).
It is certain that a musical culture can reject the musical influences of another
one because of geographical impediments like poütical separation, conceptual barriers or an emotional resistance. Often, the interest for cultural purity has a decisive
paper, reflecting the own ethnocentrism of each culture, which, can also act as a
positive action as one mean of defence against the foreign musical domination.
Although, we can not deny, that throughout history cultures have been adopting
musical characteristics of exogenous or external origin.
The intercultural dialogue in music is based on the conception of which “music
doesn’t have borders”, as Charles Seeger says (Bohlman 2002: 16). When I am
speaking about musical dialogue, I concentrate my thought about the capacity to
combine and to reflect sounds, rhythms, musical textures and narratives of different cultures in a same musical manifestation. One musical manifestation marked
by the flexibility and at same time this last one is determined by the context where
the dialogue is produced. This situation shows the possibility of combination of
different music or different musical expressions, a possibility able to reflect the
reality characterized by the cultural contact. “The intercultural musical synthesis
isn’t the exception, but it is the rule. Conflict and change pertain to the nature of
reality, even in apparently timeless and static societies. In the measure in which we
worked under the false premise that exists a ‘püre’ musical tradition, on the one
hand, and one ‘adulterated’, on the other hand, we will have to reject ali kinds of
music which they exist, they have existed and will exist in the universe” (Kartomi
2001: 362). However, this combination of languages can have several causes:

exotic interest for the other
economic interest
interest to reflect diversity
interest of knowledge and coexistence
For example, the arrival of new sounds in our age, related to the processes of
musical equaüzation, generates a new connection: the phenomenon of world music
or music of the world in the scenery of the popular music. Nevertheless, we can
consider that ali music thanks to be a symbolic manifestation of cultural expression,
is valid for the circuit of world music by one characteristic, it can be object of equalization and adaptation to different contexts. Moreover, it is can mean scenery for
the process of intercultural synthesis, opposed to the loan of certain elements.
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The intercultural synthesis not is a question of sum of individual elements of
a culture to those of another one. It impües, on the contrary, the creation of an
essentially Creative process, that is to say, the transformation of musical and extramusical ideas in constant interaction. Process generates products that we can con, sider like cultural transculturation, musical hybridisation, musical synthesis, musical
syncretism, ete. Terms which make reference to the meaning of the complex process of fusion and transformation of the impüed musical cultures, of its negotiation, in agreement with Kartomi is the logical final produet of the reciprocal
cultural loan. Is very clear that this new musical produet is found in a new social
context and that it counts on a peculiar set of extramusical meanings.
These music come from different places, can be considered not only like a direeted commercial manoeuvre from the centre, but also like representative of a
cultural, economic and historical displacement that impregnates the same nature
of the distinetion between centre-periphery, or the global-local. The sounds of
world music do not work simply like a stereotyped ‘other’ that it confirms and closes the circle of the ethnocentric identification it, goes much more över there. It
is the frame refleeting diversity and its combination, in fact it offers a space where
musical and cultural differences can be expressed İn such a way that they reflect
the displaced and contingent contact of diversity and difference. This contact expresses the logic of the market and the centre, at the same time it can surpass and
respond to the expectations of the periphery. The scenery where we found homogenisation and resistance narratives, of critic and leisure; as well as processes of
searehing the roots and others processes characterized by fusion, authenticity and
hybridisation, moreover the musical survival and musical cannibalism. In addition
we observe the effects of the globalisation in the cultural practices have produced
hybridisations of different local cultures more than a simple levelling of the differences.
In fact, ali music is ethnic as being a determined produet of a concrete sociocultural system. But also it offers a space where the possibility of a symbolic representation exists and it facilitates the identification. Within an intercultural vision
it is looked as a “practical of representation whose premise lies in the mutual imbrications of us and them” in terms of Ganguly (Chambers 1995: 125).
The ignorance frequendy generates a initial rejeetion of music, and sometimes
this is nothing more than the reflection of the rejeetion towards the social group
that uses it. In front of this situation the best way of approach between groups is
through artistic manifestations that intercommunicate between their members. The
minority or marginal groups want their music to be perceived like testimony of
the present and want themselves to be recognised like a group, so they can know
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the others, at the same time that their music and its songs try to preserve themselves along time. It is not necessary to ignore the perspective mythologized of the
musical manifestation and its capacity to extend in time, even if it is an oral, written
or recorded music.
The sounds are selected, chosen, trimmed and combined by producers as by
consumers. Each auditor / performer selects and reorganizes the flight of surrounding sounds, and thus it constructs a personal and subjective dialogue. This one
can transform itself in a coUective discourse when adapting to the canon of its
society, or contribute to its modification, in the same way when participating in
the fashion of the moment. Music, by virtue of the movement provided by diverse
ways, has the capacity to leave the original context and adapting to the new context
in the symbolic and acoustic flow of the everyday life. An attitude that is reflected
in the consideration of music like a map destined to the lecture, interpretation and
understanding of our past, present and future.
The musical phenomena takes implicit some adhesion with the tradition is some
ritual forms, and they serve us as field of studying the values of one community.
It is precise to consider the tradition defends a supposed authenticity, based in an
ideal image of the same one, but that does not correspond to reality, neither of
the present moment, nor of the moment in which it appeared. We will never be
able to know surely as it sounded, as it was interpreted... that music in the past,
with the exception musical recordings. These last ones can have the purpose of
conserving and of studying the musical performance, which is a function presents
in the recordings of the researchers, or can nourish the consumption market, objective of the discographies. Of ali than, both types of recording are timeless and
spaceless by their capacity to reproduce music recorded at certain moment and
place at any other moment and place. Any musician can adopt an idea of the elements most characteristic in certain music and appropriate these to combine them
with the ones he knows, or study them and deepen them and the cultural frame
of the same. We do not forget that to understand music it is necessary to understand the context and the culture to which it belomgs.
For Benedict Anderson (1997) the idea of authenticity has demonstrated to be
fundamental, as much as for the initial establishment of cultural, literary and moral
canons. The idea of cultural authenticity is combined with nationalist myths in the
creation of an ‘imagined community’. This idea coexists with the cultural complexity of the world and humanity, one real situation characterised by the necessity
of one real dialogue based on the coexistence, respect for the difference and negotiation with the other, with the diversity. Ali we are different and similar at the
same time, we have to be conscious of our own difference but we do not have to
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be closed in her, we do not have to fail in the danger to see us immersed in a spiral
of hate, distrust and xenophobia.
In the process of turn to write the discourse of the roots and the traditions,
the terms of a metropolitan myth (Chambers 1995), which reproduce, inadvertently, the same oppressive disposition of power, subjectivity, action and the consequent modalities of hegemony. These attitudes indicate to subordinated subjects
a stereotyped immobilism by an essential authenticity which has the pretension of
playing the roles that the others drew up for them for ever. To return back and to
return to the roots in search of a displaced authenticity and disperse, is hardly feasible. As Vianna argues “The mission that it tries to preserve the singularity of a
culture must paradoxically, to deny her essential element: it is the historical dynamic” (Chambers 1995: 108).
Even if the tradition appears under the form of a temporary and cultural continuum that is developed according to the logic of its origins, its version of the
past (and the future) comes accompanied by an historical interrogadon indicated
by the context where it takes place. It is a real continuum or it is idealized / mythologized, in certain way the tradition is always idealised when defending supposed
origins that shocks with the new thing. We have to be conscious that the new thing
is not destructive by himself, it is also constructive, or the both at the same time,
ahvays depending on hands and interests controlling this situation and process.
The primary objective within this perspective is to understand the role of the
musical activity in the articulation of concrete groups, and how it serves as revealing
element of some internal conflicts and relation with the others, especially between
migrants groups. The mentioned articulation is not a mimetic or a reflection of
the social, but it is a construction or a negotiation where the music acts interpenetrated by socials things with own parameters which are not independent of the
other realities. Any sense of a musical discourse goes much moreover its own limits, and it exists, in spite of the passage of time, thanks to the bonds that ünite
it to other discourse and that continuously are enrich and modify through the evolution of the contexts and the iriterdiscoursives relations. That specific thing of a
musical discourse does not come'only from its own elements, but also depends on
the connections that it establishes with other discourses.
To be fair the dialogue has to occur in equality of conditions, something very
difficult in any society, if we think that dominant group imposes its principles, but
reaching an equal dialogue is not impossible. It is hard to try since the first moment
of contact, but with the passage of time it is possible to reach, although depends
of the intention and good will of the musicians, at least in the beginning, when
executing the first step. Anyway there has to be an effort compensated by the slight
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existence of one and incipient demand. Nevertheless, to arrive to the public in an
insistent form it has to become a market product that consists of means of diffusion.
When we speak about market product we do not have to think necessarily that
it is an egalitarian product, generally it is object of the equalization process that
priories the language, the technique and the parameters of the West. This is an
evident characteristic in the present musical panorama, where contact generates
the musical fusion, a manifestation occupying the space between the supposed authenticity and the hybridisadon that can appear through the permanent contact.
The fusion responds at the beginning to the personal initdative of the musician,
including of its personal style, its in teresti .The narratives of the migrant are combined with those of the hoşt, and so musical techniques of both are combined
and coexisted. The perception of the other and its music becomes an exercise of
understanding diversity.
Musical perception is not only listening, also it is symbolic in space and time.
The music can evoke us the past or the future, as of our culture and society as for
any other, as well as the geographic space where it lives. In fact, it is the direct consequence of the traditional idea to link culture and territory. Initial perception mainly based on stereotypes, so more knowledge greater level of understanding and
competence in perception. Man can listen, know and understand different music
without problems.
Musical products which are distributed globally do not necessarily carry of the
culture has produced them or of who is in charge to distribute them. These products can be interpreted in different forms by the public who receives them. The
cultural flow is not unidirectional, it is multidirectional.
The diagram space-time is vital for the man and his location in the world, without time and space the man cannot articulate its own existence. For Norbert Elias
(2000), a complete direction of an event in the space demands its determination
in the time. Logically this situation reflects in diachronically evolution of music
because it has present, past and future.
Musical perception can be anachronistic or synchronistic in time and space,
however in order to catch the evolution of music, we have to apply a diachronic
vision, especially if we want to observe its evolution and the way it reflects combination with other kinds of music.
The symbolical load of music and its perception allows me to speak of two
concepts based on three criteria: stereotype, identity, and labelling.
These concepts are:
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A moment in the sound:
Is an example of synthesis concept, it allows people to relate the events in different level. The same one when people to perceive music, this can be anachronistic, synchronic and diachronic perception. But this perception not only is reduced
to the time of the listener, also it affects to the musician, producer and music itself.
In fact, auditor, musician, producer and transmitter perceive music according to
the values of his culture, society and social contexts. This concept try to articulate
process of associating music with a concrete time by the listener, but also affect
the others agents implicates in the music.

A world in the sound:
When we listen to music we attribute it to the society, place and ethnic group
to which it belongs. Consequence of principle based on the idea of an organic relation between ethnic group, territory and a set of meaning denominated cultures.
Therefore in the game of the perception the world not only makes reference to
the physical space, also includes the concept of culture, normally which implicates
the reference to a physical space, normally the one of origin. Also it is necessary
to distinguish the space where music is interpreted or it is listened, it is according
to the space on meaning changes.
For example flamenco is associated with Spain, rai with Algeria, tango with Argentina... Sounds, voices and languages are enrolled always in places, as we perceived it. But actually we lived in < ea world broken in complexities, different bodies
and memories, languages, history, diversities” as Pynchon describes (Chambers
1995: 267). Nowadays, the identities cannot be based on place and blood. This
concept tries to articulate the process to associate music with a concrete space and
concrete culture.
Conclusion
These two last concepts have like analysis object “the ontological space of the
sound“ as Chambers expresses (Adell 2002: 45) and the symbolic perception of
music. The intercultural musical dialogue is an essay of understanding and acceptation to the ‘other’, it is an intensive confrontation of different cultural systems.
This process has as objective the new constructiori of self and other.
Dialogue in music can shape in: combination of some different musical elements tends to the fusion and can finish in hybridisation sharing musical elements

-
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and musical experiences.
Although it is necessary to consider the four factors that appear in ali attempt
to apply intercultural ideas and principles in music: value highly intimate knowledge
and understanding of Creative and performance processes of to other cultures; be
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these compositional dog achieved by synthesizing indigenous and foreign processes
and techniques; analysing music and music making processes; participating in
musical comedy performances; coUaborating with to other scholars, musicians
and composers from to other cultures; and by becoming bi-musical comedy, which
is fundamental to understanding ones own ace well ace to other musical cultures;
maintain integrity of to their indigenous value systems whıle utilizing musical elements, processes and techniques from to other cultures to expand to their modes
of expression for the creation and performance of new music; advocate holistic
approaches to teaching music of specific cultures involving methodologies applicable to diver groups of students from different backgrounds, having different
objectives and who may be to unfamiliar with the philosophical and social norms
of the cultures whose music they seek to learn; consider cross-cultural contextual
extra-musical comedy factors in determining approaches to musical analysis and
in defining ethnic norms. For example, government policy, fringe political groups,
average accessibility, marketing strategies, and interacdon between philosophical
and artistic expression, in part, dictate the boundaries of intercultural musİc(Tse;
Euba 1995: 2-5).
Musical dialogue is marked by the contact within the societies, especially within
urban societies, where the music of the migrant coexists with the music of hoşt.
As says P. Bohlman (2002), music of migrant assumes the function to connect the
cultures moved with the country or place of origin and can adopt the function to
be a space of transfor mation and connection of present with past and future.
Respect is the essential element that we have to put in practice, this implies the
knowledge and the preservation of the musical patrimony of 'other’, understood
not like something static, but like a material that evolves with time. Only the conservation of cultural diversity and its forms of expression can help generate the
existence of a democratic diversity for the future.
The correct and respectful attitude of societies and cultures requires responsibility, for this reason is necessary to be opened to the music of 'other’ without subordinating always the heard to the concept of the own and also is necessary
conserve musical diversity because your existence implies inheritance for the present and the future.
1. Scheme inspired in the diagram and structure explained by Josep Marti
(Marti 2000: 59)
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